We have used in vitro RNA selection to determine that KH-type RNA binding protein, Nova, did not shift sc1 RNA, and FMRP did not shift the migration of an irrele-RNA ligands which form intramolecular G quartets are recognized by the FMRP RGG box. Using this data, we vant RNA. Addition of a monoclonal antibody to FMRP supershifted sc1 migration ( Figure 2B , arrowhead), while identify a set of mRNAs that bind with high affinity to FMRP, including mRNAs that interact with FMRP via an an irrelevant monoclonal did not. Taken together, these data demonstrate a direct and specific interaction beindependent co-IP strategy and that are altered in their polysome distribution in FMRP null cells. At least ten tween FMRP and sc1 RNA. To determine the minimal RNA sequence necessary of thirteen candidate mRNA targets encode proteins involved in synaptic or developmental neuronal biology, for high-affinity FMRP binding, we examined the interaction with a minimal RNA corresponding to the sc1 consuggesting that our approach may lead directly to the identification of mRNAs whose metabolism is altered in served element (bold in Figure 1B ), but we were unable to detect any binding (data not shown). This suggested mental retardation. that additional sequences outside the conserved element were essential for binding and led us to map the Results 5Ј and 3Ј boundaries of the RNA that interacted with FMRP. Full-length sc1 RNA was end-labeled with 32 P In Vitro RNA Selection with FMRP and subjected to mild alkaline hydrolysis to generate a Baculoviral histidine-tagged FMRP was purified by seladder of 3Ј-or 5Ј-labeled RNAs ( Figure 3A ). These RNAs quential metal-chelating and polyribo-G affinity chrowere bound to FMRP, filtered through nitrocellulose to matographies ( Figure 1A ). This FMRP was bound to a capture FMRP-RNA complexes, eluted, and analyzed nickel-Sepharose column and used to bind a pool of by denaturing PAGE. In this way, we were able to map [ Figures 1C and 2A) ; this is within the range binding assay ( Figure 3C ). These results demonstrated wherein which several RNA binding proteins bind in vivo that a 5-6 nucleotide stem was sufficient for high-affinity targets.
FMRP binding. In order to test the importance of the To assess whether FMRP interacts directly with sc1, we performed an electrophoretic mobility-shift assay.
stem, mutants were generated in which the stem se- quence was scrambled or replaced with As, both of in sc1 folds into an intramolecular G quartet ( Figure  5A ). G quartets are nucleic acid structures in which four which abrogated FMRP binding ( Figure 3C) .
A number of point mutations and internal deletions were guanine residues are arranged in a planar conformation stabilized by Hoogsteen-type hydrogen bonds. Two to generated in the conserved sequence motif, and the binding of these RNAs was tested by filter binding assay four G quartets can stack and are stabilized by potassium and sodium but are unable to form in lithium (Wil- (Figure 4 ). RNA mutations that had the most severe effects on FMRP binding (greater than 100-fold reduction liamson et al., 1989). In order to test whether formation of a G quartet is necessary for FMRP binding, we asin affinity) resulted from changing or deleting the paired Gs (G33-G34, G37-G38, G42-G43, and G47-G48). In addition, sayed sc1 binding in K ϩ and Li ϩ buffers. FMRP-sc1 binding was abrogated in Li ϩ buffer, while binding to a mutating two As (A35-A36) to a pair of Cs resulted in a severe decrease in FMRP binding; this mutation may control RNA, sc11, which binds the KH2 domain of FMRP (data not shown), was unaffected by the substituhave abrogated a sequence-specific interaction or altered the RNA secondary structure (see below). Five tion of Li ϩ for K ϩ in the binding buffer ( Figure 5B ). To further test whether sc1 folds into a G quartet, additional mutations outside of these paired Gs also resulted in a marked decrease in FMRP affinity, including RNase T1 digestion was performed ( Figures 5C and 5D ). Under the reaction conditions used, RNase T1 cleaves deletion or mutation of A39 and mutation of G40-U41 to U40-A41. Mutations that had only minimal effects on RNA specifically on the 3Ј side of unpaired Gs. Each of the paired Gs in sc1 was protected from RNase T1 RNA binding affinity (less than 20-fold) included changing G38 to an A, (discussed below), U49-U50 to A49-A50 (nudigestion in K ϩ buffer relative to Li ϩ buffer, suggesting that these nucleotides are base-paired in the G quartet cleotides that lie between the conserved bases and the stem), and changing all 4 DWGG elements to GUGG. structure proposed. G31, G40, and G46 are protected from cleavage in K ϩ buffer but are not predicted to take The presence of four sets of paired Gs crucial for FMRP binding suggested a structure in which the loop present part in the G quartet. These bases may be base paired identifying 11 elements that were tested for direct FMRP FMRP binds sc1 in a manner that is dependent on the interaction. Sec-7-related GEF mRNA bound FMRP with RNA folding into a G quartet.
an affinity of 322 nM; of 11 polysome-altered targets tested, seven bound with affinity to FMRP ranging from 194 nm to 599 nM while four had undetectable binding The FMRP RGG Box Binds the sc1 G Quartet In order to determine the domains of FMRP responsible ( Figure 7A and Table 1 ). To assess whether the RNAs listed in Table 1 bound for binding to sc1, we generated the I304N mutation in the KH2 domain and the equivalent mutation in the KH1 FMRP in a G quartet-dependent manner, we assessed binding in the presence of Li ϩ versus K ϩ , and we generdomain of full-length FMRP, both singly and in combination. These mutant proteins bound sc1 nearly as well ated mutants in which the paired Gs were changed to Cs. In each case tested (ten targets assayed in the presas wild-type FMRP, suggesting that sc1 RNA binds FMRP in a KH domain-independent manner ( Figure 6A) . ence of Li ϩ and six mutated RNA targets; see Table 1 ), FMRP binding was abrogated ( Figure 7B and data not Testing the isolated N and C termini of FMRP revealed that all the sc1 binding activity is in the C-terminal doshown). These results demonstrate that FMRP binds with high affinity to G quartet elements in these tranmain of FMRP, distal to the KH domains ( Figure 6B) .
We made truncated constructs of the FMRP C termiscripts and supports the utility of RNA selection in identifying in vivo targets. nus to map the sc1 binding domain ( Figure 6C ). These We have now used RNA selection to strictly define the domains are capable of specific RNA target recognition. Recognition of RNA by the FMRP RGG box appears RNA elements required for high-affinity FMRP binding. This, in turn, allowed us to develop stringent screening to have both a structural component-binding to a G quartet presented in the context of a stem-and a secriterion to identify candidate FMRP mRNA targets; 31 candidate mRNAs were identified from the UniGene daquence-specific component, since mutagenesis of sc1 nucleotides not involved in either the G quartet or in the tabase (0.01%). To assess the in vivo relevance of these mRNAs, their polysome distribution was compared in stem are able to markedly reduce FMRP binding ( Figure  4) . Specifically, five different mutations outside of the cells of fragile X syndrome patients and in those of normal individuals, as described in the accompanying GG repeats were able to significantly abrogate binding.
paper by Brown et al. (2001). Two of the four candidate
Moreover, the RNA selection consensus itself suggests mRNAs showed altered polysome distributions, providsequence specificity in the loops; for example, a U or ing validation of the ability of this in vitro approach to an A almost always precedes the GG pairs. The simplest identify physiologically relevant mRNA targets.
interpretation of this data is that FMRP has sequence In addition, we assessed 14 mRNAs identified indepreference for the loops surrounding the G quartet elpendently by Brown et al. (2001) as having altered polyement. some distributions, and found nearly half (six) harbored G quartet elements have been described in a number high-affinity G quartet FMRP binding sites, demonstraof forms. They can be intramolecular structures, alting the utility of combining these approaches. though they have more commonly been reported as bimolecular or tetramolecular structures. It is likely that the structure of the sc1 RNA is an intramolecular G The FMRP RGG Box Is a Sequence-Specific RNA quartet as opposed to a two-or four-stranded interacBinding Element tion. On native gels, only a single sc1 RNA species is Although the existence of the disease-associated I304N present, and it comigrates with a control 96-mer that FMRP mutation has appropriately drawn attention to does not form a G quartet structure (sc11, data not RNAs that bind to the KH domains, we unexpectedly shown). We have never observed a band of the expected found that the RGG box acts as a sequence-specific size of a dimer or tetramer. Moreover, the rapid rate at RNA binding domain in FMRP. Previous data has sugwhich these form in very dilute RNA solutions (within 10 gested that RGG domains act as nonspecific RNA bindmin after 75ЊC denaturation at 1.8 nM RNA) suggests ing domains. In nucleolin, specific RNA binding requires that FMRP binds an intramolecular G quartet structure. its four RRMs, but the presence of an RGG box increases G quartet elements serve as physiologic targets of its affinity for its targets 10-fold (Ghisolfi et al., 1992b) . It has been proposed that the RGG box unstacks adjacent several nucleotide binding proteins. They were first de- Table 3 ) were screened to identify FMRP binding targets. Twenty-four RNA fragments (see Table 1 was eluted with 1 M NaCl. Purified FMRP was assessed for purity
